Across
1. Forestry is part of which type of event?
4. Develop premier leadership, personal growth and career success. What is this?
6. What reports the financial standing to the club
10. 1950- FFA got a Federal Charter from Congress(____________________)
14. The sun in the FFA emblem stands for...
16. Dairy evaluation is part of the ________ science competition
17. 1965- the FFA and NFA ________
19. The corn stands for...
20. The sentinel is represented by the...

Down
2. Vice president is represented by the...
3. __________________- give members a unified voice in agricultural issues
5. The plow in the FFA emblem stands for...
7. The eagle in the FFA emblem stands for...
8. The ________- presides over meetings
9. The owl in the FFA emblem stands for...
11. __________- end the meeting
12. Creed Speaking is part of which type of event?
13. Agriculture tools and materials is an example of Agriculture __________ Competitive Event
15. ________ business is from the last meeting and is supposed to be talked about in the next one
18. National Corn Growers Association (__________)